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1) This is my #Qanon thread for May 20, 2020

Q posts can be found here:

Android apps:

bit.ly/Q-Map 

Q Drops and POTUS Tweets
Think for yourself. Get real-time Q Drops and Trump tweets. Do Research. QAnon.

We are the news now. WWG1WGA!

https://qagg.news/

qanon.news: Q drops, POTUS Tweets and offsite archive
Mirror archive of Q drops, POTUS tweets, and full QResearch threads from 8ch and

8kun. You are the news now!

https://qanon.news/Q
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My Theme: It's A Marathon, Not A Sprint

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …

Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to

search, browse, share and research QAnon posts & much much more. Q Alerts is

the first & original Q Android app as w…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) Thanks to @CruzNewsLive our Q videos are now available on Roku 

CruzNews
@CruzNewsLive

HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT!
New Channel launched for #QAnonsQChannel.show  Click 
here
featuring @prayingmedic 
Learn about #QANONWORLDWIDE and listen to/watch 
recognizable figures as they discuss Q and decode daily.
Surprise guests and hosts coming!#EnjoyTheShow
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560 12:35 PM - May 19, 2020

478 people are talking about this

3) Go to this website for information on our Q Roku channel.

Click on "Watch the Show" to sign-in on the registration page.
qchannel.show

4) We're planning to make our videos available on Amazon Fire TV
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5) We're also planning to make our videos available on Apple TV.

6) Many people are worried that Barack Obama will not be held accountable for his crimes—
particularly after recent statements made by AG Barr. 

Q assured us that those in positions of power who committed crimes will be held accountable.
It's only a matter of time.
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7) The takedown of corrupt people requires the use of strategies and tactics similar to those
employed in chess. 

Chess players don't attempt to take an opponent's king at the beginning of a match. They
remove other pieces first. 

https://thechessworld.com/articles/middle-game/chess-strategy-what-do-you-need-to-know-
about-strategy-and-tactics/

8) Higher-ranking people in the criminal cabal are protected by and they control the moves of
lower-ranking people.

Therefore, removing lower-ranking people first weakens the position of higher-ranking people
like Barack Obama.
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9) Because Obama is revered by so many people, if we hope to avoid civil unrest, their minds
must be changed (the stage must be set) before he can be arrested.

The arrest of lower-ranking people will prove that Obama's administration was corrupt and
pave the way for his arrest.

10) AG Barr said based on the information he has "at this time" Barack Obama & Joe Biden
won't be criminally investigated.

The DOJ couldn't deal with the negative optics created by an announcement that Obama &
Biden were under criminal investigation in an election year.

11) After the November election and after lower-ranking people have been indicted, the stage
will be set to announce the prosecution of Biden and Obama.
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12) Despite the fact that POTUS is taking hydroxychloroquine, despite the abundant scientific
evidence of its efficacy, despite the fact that is has become the standard of care for covid-19 in
many countries, the media and Democrats still oppose its use.
Why?

13) The attacks on Q and POTUS by the media are evidence of the level of threat they pose to
the corrupt establishment.

14) Attacks on POTUS and Q are indirect attacks on us.
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15) Q posted a link to an article about Huma Abedin's ties to the Muslim Brotherhood. 

Why would a political figure like Hillary Clinton have a personal assistant with ties to a
terrorist organization?

Huma Abedin's ties to the Muslim Brotherhood
OPINION | Abedin family ties to Sharia Law journal, Brotherhood concerning

https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-campaign/292310-huma-abedins-tie…

16) Q posted this article previously but posted it again because it will provide helpful
background information for future events.

17)

18) Q posted three links.

https://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/presidential-campaign/292310-huma-abedins-ties-to-the-muslim-brotherhood
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19) In news of the weird: the Wuhan Institute of Virology (the lab suspected of releasing
covid-19) has applied for a patent for the use of remdesivir to treat the virus.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-05/china-is-trying-to-patent-gilead-s-
experimental-coronavirus-drug

20) In 2010, the World Health Organization and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
announced a "Global Vaccine Action Plan" that hoped to make the next ten years a "Decade
of Vaccines." 

Global Health Leaders Launch Decade of Vaccines …

https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Release…

21) In 2010, Dr. Faucci was a member of the scientific board of a Global Grand Challenges,
an organization funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

https://gcgh.grandchallenges.org/about/scientific-board
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22) Q posted a YouTube link.

23) The YouTube channel NABU Leaks hosts leaked audio clips of phone calls between Joe
Biden and then-Ukrainian president Poroshenko discussing a 1 billion dollar loan after the
prosecutor who was investigating Burisma Holdings was fired. 

NABU Leaks
Information about corruption in Ukraine and USA.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy5CvZAyn7skY1OCrg0VcYw

24) The plandemic, conveniently put the Biden-Burisma scandal on the back burner.
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Biden-Burisma probe put on back burner amid coronavirus outbreak
The Senate GOP-led effort to investigate Hunter Biden's role on the board of

Ukrainian gas company Burisma Holdings appears to be on hold as the

coronavirus pandemic has shifted all of Congress' atte…

https://nypost.com/2020/03/30/biden-burisma-probe-put-on-back-burner-amid-coronavi…

25) Q posted a link to a tweet by @CBS_Herridge 

Catherine Herridge
@CBS_Herridge

DEVELOPING: Declassified Rice email documenting WH 
meeting 1/5/2017 obtained @CBSNews

35.1K 7:00 PM - May 19, 2020

22.8K people are talking about this

26) Herridge shared a declassified copy of the email Susan Rice sent herself hours before
leaving the White House.

The email stressed how Barack Obama insisted that everything related to the Trump-Russia
investigation was done "by the book."
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27) The declassified section shows how James Comey justified having the National Security
Council withhold Russia-related information from the incoming administration (General
Flynn in particular) because Comey suspected Flynn was too friendly with Ambassador
Kislyak.

28) Q posted aa link to a tweet and a video featuring Sean Hannity.
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29) Hannity emphasized the phrase "as of now" used by AG Barr in his remarks about
#Obamagate 

H/T @MaverickInSky 

0:00

30) From the board.

31) Saving the world from corruption can't be done overnight. It takes time and it requires
patience.
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32) Costa Rica is one of many nations using hydroxychloroquine to treat covid-19.

Hydroxychloroquine: the drug Costa Rica uses successfully to fight c…
Used in the world for decades in the treatment of malaria, a month ago, the Caja

Costarricense de Seguro Social (CCSS) decided to apply hydroxychloroquine to

patients infected with the new coronavi…

https://qcostarica.com/hydroxychloroquine-the-drug-costa-rica-uses-successfully-to-fig…

33) Why are some states planning to shut down through the summer when China only shut
down for a few weeks?

Why do the media attack the use of hydroxychloroquine when it has been used successfully
(and with few risks) around the world?

34) Why did POTUS retweet a one-year-old tweet from @USPATRIQT41020, an obvious Q
supporter?
The tweet had the hashtag #WWG1WGA 

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Thank you! twitter.com/uspatriqt41020…

US Patriot @USPATRIQT41020
Replying to @realDonaldTrump

I’ve always been anti-social media but I’ve finally decided to join 
Twitter to show my love & support for you, Mr. President. You are truly 
amazing putting America first & the way you fight the hateful left & 
media. Nobody else could do what you do....truly incredible. 
#WWG1WGA

55.8K 4:10 AM - May 20, 2020

19.7K people are talking about this
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35) @ttp13526 was Q'd for this video

0:00

36) In March, Dr. Faucci dismissed the use of masks by healthy people but today, he's
endorsing their use. 

What changed?

Anonymous 𝑸 Patriot 
@ttp13526

Why was Dr. Fauci, a health expert, just a few months ago telling 
us masks were harmful & unessential to those of us who aren't 
infected?

Why do we need masks now!?
What's changed since March?

S52 E23 - Air Date: March 8th, 2020
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16.4K 4:57 PM - May 20, 2020

15.2K people are talking about this

37) Senate Homeland Security Committee authorized a subpoena of Blue Star Holdings as
part of its investigation into Hunter Biden and allegations of corruption related to Burisma
Holdings. 
https://www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/2020-05-20/senate-committee-authorizes-
subpoena-in-gops-hunter-biden-burisma-investigation

38) Meanwhile, Democrats insist the committee should hold more hearings on the
coronavirus. 

Is the plandemic a convenient excuse to block the investigation of corruption?

39) PAN-DEMIC = DEM–PANIC
The shut down will end one day after the election.
How do Dems justify the release of criminals from jail?
Do they care about your safety?
Or do they care about remaining in control?
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40) When we are united we have strength over our elected leaders. 
Elected leaders divide us to keep us powerless.
When we unite, we have the power to change the world and make it what we want it to be.

41) On March 6th, White House reporters wore no masks. 
On March 8th, they wore masks. 
What changed?

42) @TheUnitedSpot1 was Q'd for this video.

😎🔥
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0:00

43) Q responded. 

#WhereWasJoe?

The United Spot
@TheUnitedSpot1

The Original Karen #mikabrzezinski has been Triggered beyond 
repair, somebody get this chick some ice. #Triggered
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15.5K 7:31 PM - May 20, 2020

11.8K people are talking about this

44) Chuck Grassley and Ron Johnson requested Rick Grenell declassify more documents
showing unmasking requests made by the Obama administration going back to January of
2016. 

https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2020-05-
19%20RHJ%20CEG%20Letter%20to%20ODNI%20%28Unmaskings%20Follow%20up%29
.pdf

45)

46)
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47) In his referral to House Judiciary for the investigation of Obama officials, Devin Nunes
noted that in its launch of "Crossfire Hurricane" the FBI relied on intelligence that came
through unofficial channels. 

Nunes Refers Ten Obama Officials to House Judiciary and Oversight J…
House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes (R-CA) on Monday referred

ten current and former U.S. officials to the House Judiciary and Oversight &

Government Reform Committees' joint task force…

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2018/07/02/nunes-refers-ten-obama-officials-to-hous…

48) Q highlighted this point in July of 2018.

49) Q stressed the importance of understanding the terminology and procedures used in
intelligence gathering and the sharing of intelligence products.
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50) Some intelligence gathering techniques target specific individuals while incidentally
collecting information on others. In the U.S, the name of a U.S. person collected incidentally
(the person is not a target) is masked when it appears in a report.

51) If an intelligence report contains a masked name of a U.S. person, in some cases, it is
permissible to ask that the name be unmasked. When a name is unmasked, strict rules must be
followed. 

0:00

52) Surveillance done by the FBI is governed by a couple of sets of laws called "Title III" and
FISA."
Title III generally applies if the target is a U.S. citizen. 
FISA generally applies if the target is a foreign citizen. 

FISA Surveillance – Title I & III and Section 702
There are two primary types of electronic surveillance - Title III and FISA. Title III of

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (Wiretap Act) is directed

towards U.S. Citizens. Title…

https://themarketswork.com/2018/04/01/fisa-surveillance-title-i-iii-and-section-702/

53) FISA Section 702 permits the government to target for surveillance foreign persons
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located outside the United States for the purpose of acquiring foreign intelligence information.

54) The FBI generally operates under the rules that govern FISA surveillance. Their domain is
primarily domestic surveillance.

55) The CIA is not governed by FISA. Their domain is primarily overseas. They may receive
information from foreign intelligence agencies (such as Five Eyes nations like the UK)
without generating a report in official U.S. intelligence channels. 

https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-order/12333.html

56) A U.S. person would not ordinarily be a valid target for CIA surveillance, but they may
become one if they travel overseas. 

Did General Flynn travel overseas in 2016?

57) Because the CIA does not create the kind of paper trail the FBI does, it would be the
logical choice to run (quarterback) the surveillance operation against the Trump campaign.

58) Q posted a link to a 2014 article about illegal CIA surveillance done under the direction of
John Brennan.

59) While the Senate Intelligence Committee investigated the CIA's use of detention and
interrogation, the agency hacked the committee's computer network, read the emails of
committee members, and made a criminal referral based on false information. 

https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-order/12333.html
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Inquiry by C.I.A. Affirms It Spied on Senate Panel
A report by the agency’s inspector general also found that C.I.A. officers read the

emails of the Senate investigators and sent a criminal referral to the Justice

Department based on false informatio…

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/01/world/senate-intelligence-commitee-cia-interroga…

60) Q posted a link to the CIA library.

61) The linked article is about the CIA's use of journalists. 

The role of reporters in the Crossfire Hurricane operation was publishing leaked intelligence
in a way that cast Donald Trump in a negative light.

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP91-00901R000600400020-9.pdf

62) Q posted a link to a 1996 report by the Senate Intelligence Committee. 
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The public is about to learn the CIA's role in an intelligence operation that had the objective
of harming Donald Trump.

63) The linked report details how for decades the CIA has used reporters and members of the
clergy to achieve operational objectives.

https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/hearings/ciasuseofjournal00unit.pdf

64) Q posted a link to an article by The Federalist.

65) The article provides a brief history of the FISA process and explains that the transcripts of
General Flynn's phone calls to Ambassador Kislyak likely originated with a foreign
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intelligence agency and came to the U.S. through the CIA.

How Obama Weaponized Surveillance Laws To Target Trump
Federal surveillance laws put in place after Nixon were supposed to protect U.S.

citizens. The Obama administration used them to spy on political opponents.

https://thefederalist.com/2020/05/21/how-the-obama-administration-weaponized-survei…

66) Eli Lake did a deep dive into the railroading of General Flynn. 

The Railroading of Michael Flynn
In their final encounter during the transition following the 2016 election, Donald

Trump’s incoming national-security adviser surprised Barack Obama’s outgoing

national-security adviser. Susan Rice w…

https://www.commentarymagazine.com/articles/eli-lake/michael-flynn-gets-railroaded-b…

67) The Senate has confirmed John Ratcliffe as the next Director of National Intelligence.

Senate confirms Ratcliffe as next director of national intelligence
The installment comes as the intelligence community once again finds itself in the

middle of a political firestorm, over whether Trump associates were improperly

"unmasked" in intelligence reports du…

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/senate-votes-ratcliffe
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68) Q responded.

69)

Richard Grenell
@RichardGrenell

Congratulations, @RepRatcliffe! You will be the best DNI ever! 
#USA twitter.com/SenateCloakroo…

Senate Cloakroom @SenateCloakroom

Confirmed, 49-44: Executive Calendar #653 John L. Ratcliffe to be 
Director of National Intelligence @ODNIgov

43.8K 4:40 PM - May 21, 2020

17.6K people are talking about this

70) Hydroxychloroquine will be given proactively to more than 40,000 healthcare workers in
the UK.

H/T @TruthHammer888 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYjnNeUWsAEa7RI.png
https://twitter.com/RichardGrenell
https://twitter.com/RichardGrenell
https://twitter.com/RichardGrenell/status/1263510058161319937
https://twitter.com/RepRatcliffe
https://twitter.com/hashtag/USA?src=hash
https://t.co/2iVS80aAMB
https://twitter.com/SenateCloakroom/status/1263508819897876482
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1263510058161319937
https://twitter.com/RichardGrenell/status/1263510058161319937
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
https://twitter.com/RichardGrenell/status/1263510058161319937
https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888


0:00

71) HCQ has been used by millions of people with few side effects.
Why do some journalists oppose its use?

TruthHammer
@TruthHammer888

HCQ to be given proactively to more than 40,000 healthcare 
workers in the UK

Um, what color is that pill?!

https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888
https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888
https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1263503349892050944
https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1263503349892050944


17.1K 4:14 PM - May 21, 2020

12.9K people are talking about this

72) Hydroxychloroquine was first approved for use in the U.S. in 1955, and is considered an
essential medication.
It is among the safest drugs on the market and is one of the most commonly prescribed
medications.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroxychloroquine

73) Death from the flu is relatively rare. More often, patients with the flu will develop
pneumonia and then respiratory failure which leads to death. 
In these cases, pneumonia (or respiratory failure) is the true cause of death but these deaths
are called "flu-associated."

74) The CDC conflates the terms "death from the flu" and "flu-associated death." 
They include pneumonia in the term "flu-associated death" to create the appearance that the
flu kills more people than it actually does.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYjs4m0XkAEoylU.png
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1263503349892050944
https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1263503349892050944
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
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https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1263503349892050944
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroxychloroquine
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYjuFKyXgAI2AOb.png


74) As an example: In 2001, the combined category "influenza and pneumonia" claimed 62,
034 lives, but nearly all deaths—61,777— were attributed to pneumonia while only 257 were
attributed to the flu. 
(In only 18 cases was the flu virus positively identified.)

75) It is widely reported that the flu kills around 50,000-60,000 people per year, but data
during the 23-year period between 1979 and 2002 showed an average of 1348 flu deaths per
year with a low of 257 and a high of 3006.

https://aspe.hhs.gov/cdc-%E2%80%94-influenza-deaths-request-correction-rfc

76) On Thursday, the DOJ announced charges against former Judge of Elections Domenick
DeMuro for stuffing the ballot box for Democrats in exchange for payment by a paid political
consultant.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYj4I2GWkAEes7N.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYj7QEJXQAEdLa_.png
https://aspe.hhs.gov/cdc-%E2%80%94-influenza-deaths-request-correction-rfc
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYj7p0oWoAAX1M1.png
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/21/doj-democrats-paid-pennsylvania-election-officials-to-stuff-ballot-box/


DOJ: Democrats Paid Pennsylvania Election Officials to Stuff Ballot Box
A former Judge of Elections in Pennsylvania has pleaded guilty to illegally adding

votes for Democrat candidates in judicial races.

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/21/doj-democrats-paid-pennsylvania-electio…

77)

78) @tteegar was Q'd for this video.

0:00

79)

MAGA-Mama 4 Freedom Reopen our Country
@tteegar

.@morningmika actually truthful on  #MorningJoe 
As if there was any doubt...
"It's Our Job to control what people think" #Propaganda 

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/21/doj-democrats-paid-pennsylvania-election-officials-to-stuff-ballot-box/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/05/21/doj-democrats-paid-pennsylvania-election-officials-to-stuff-ballot-box/
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYj-UHsWsAEDOF_.png
https://twitter.com/tteegar
https://twitter.com/tteegar
https://twitter.com/tteegar
https://twitter.com/tteegar/status/834440794375327744
https://twitter.com/morningmika
https://twitter.com/hashtag/MorningJoe?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Propaganda?src=hash
https://twitter.com/tteegar/status/834440794375327744


17.1K 4:32 PM - Feb 22, 2017

17.6K people are talking about this

80) Q reposted a drop from July of 2019 along with a link to an article.

81) The article is about requests made to the State Department by former Ukraine ambassador
Marie Yovanavitch to monitor the communications of U.S. reporters in the country. 

Nunes to ask State Dept. about 'strange' and irregular' requests to mo…
Rep. Devin Nunes, R-Calif., said Wednesday that he intends to ask the State

Department for more information about “strange” and “irregular” requests allegedly

made by ousted U.S. Ambassador to Ukrain…

https://www.foxnews.com/media/trump-impeachment-inquiry-devin-nunes-state-dept-y…

82) Susan Rice's declassified email explains that Barack Obama and James Comey reiterated
in their Jan 5, 2017 meeting that everything regarding the Trump-Russia investigation was
being done "by the book.'

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYkJfKYXQAEjEW-.png
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=834440794375327744
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83) Most of us assume that Rice's insistence that things were being done "by the book" was
for the purpose of absolving the Obama administration of the appearance of wrongdoing. 

Is it possible this statement served another purpose?

84) If Obama's goal was to hide information about the Trump-Russia investigation from Gen
Flynn and Donald Trump, is it possible the "by the book" reference gave Comey a reason to
conceal information from them?

85) Comey claimed that General Flynn was being too cozy with Russian Ambassador
Kislyak. He claimed there was an appearance of impropriety. 
Even though Flynn's phone calls were perfectly normal, Comey used them as a reason to keep
the bureau's nvestigation of the General open.

86) Comey had an open counterintelligence investigation of Flynn (and indirectly the Trump
administration). The predicate was collusion with Russia. If things were to be done "by the
book" he would be REQUIRED not to give information about that investigation to Flynn or
Trump.

87) Q confirmed that at the Jan 5th meeting Obama gave an order (based on Comey's
assessment) to keep information about the Trump Russia investigation from General Flynn,
Donald Trump, Jeff Sessions, and anyone else who might cause a problem if they found out
about it.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYzzlSMUEAAs_iA.jpg


88) Two days after the election, Barack Obama and Donald Trump met at the White House,
and Obama warned Trump not to hire General Flynn.

Obama warned Trump against hiring Mike Flynn, say officials
The warning came less than 48 hours after the November election when the two

sat down for a conversation in the Oval Office.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/obama-warned-trump-against-hiring-mike-fly…

89) Lee Smith argues that Obama's real fear was that Flynn would expose the dirty little
secrets contained in the Iran deal.

How Russiagate Began With Obama’s Iran Deal Domestic Spying Cam…
Michael Flynn posed a threat to the former president’s legacy and was made to pay

for it

https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/russiagate-obama-iran

90) According to WaPo, Admiral Rogers met with the Trump transition team at Trump Tower
(TT) secretly on Thursday, November 16, 2017.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYz5UUKU4AAOD6g.jpg
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/obama-warned-trump-against-hiring-mike-flynn-say-officials-n756316
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/pentagon-and-intelligence-
community-chiefs-have-urged-obama-to-remove-the-head-of-the-nsa/2016/11/19/44de6ea6-
adff-11e6-977a-1030f822fc35_story.html

91) That meeting led Ash Carter (DoD) and James Clapper (DNI) to demand that Obama fire
Admiral Rogers. 

Obama Is Considering Removing N.S.A. Leader
Top officials have urged the president to remove Adm. Michael S. Rogers, citing

concern over his efforts to combat the Islamic State and guard secrets.

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/20/us/politics/obama-remove-nsa-leader-michael-ro…

92) Admiral Rogers had a SCIF installed at Trump Tower prior to the meeting to facilitate a
classified briefing. (I would assume Rogers gave Trump the information Obama and Comey
wouldn't.)
Rogers has been cooperating with AG Barr regarding the #Obamagate investigation.

93) The day after Rogers briefed the transition team, they moved their operations to the
Trump golf course in Bedminster New Jersey.

Trump transition team moves to Bedminster
The president-elect will be at his Trump National Golf Club through the weekend.

https://nj1015.com/trump-transition-team-moves-to-bedminster/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/pentagon-and-intelligence-community-chiefs-have-urged-obama-to-remove-the-head-of-the-nsa/2016/11/19/44de6ea6-adff-11e6-977a-1030f822fc35_story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/20/us/politics/obama-remove-nsa-leader-michael-rogers.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/20/us/politics/obama-remove-nsa-leader-michael-rogers.html
https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/Obamagate
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EYz-nMQUcAEL2GE.jpg
https://nj1015.com/trump-transition-team-moves-to-bedminster/
https://nj1015.com/trump-transition-team-moves-to-bedminster/


94) To keep General Flynn and Jeff Sessions from learning through official channels what the
FBI and CIA were doing, they forced Sessions to recuse himself from all things Russia &
entered Flynn into the Mueller investigation which prevented him from discussing the issue.

95) Q suggested that Adam Schiff secretly coordinated with Col Vindman and Eric
Ciaramella (National Security Council) to launch a fake whistleblower complaint which
provided a plausible reason to impeach POTUS in the House of Representatives.

96) On the same day China was forced to give back billions to the U.S. by signing the phase
one trade deal, the first covid-19 positive patient arrived in the U.S. and Nancy Pelosi sent the
articles of impeachment to the Senate.

97) Because much of the government intelligence apparatus is corrupt, POTUS has
"considered" using private intelligence assets. 
(I would guess this has already been operationalized.)

Trump White House Weighing Plans for Private Spies to Counter “Dee…
Blackwater founder Erik Prince, a former CIA paramilitary officer, and Oliver North

want to make ’80s-style covert action great again.

https://theintercept.com/2017/12/04/trump-white-house-weighing-plans-for-private-spie…

98) Why have parts of the U.S. been locked down for months when the nation of origin for
covid-19 (China) only shut down for a few weeks?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0D_PiUEAACuEF.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0FETJVAAAqIQQ.jpg
https://theintercept.com/2017/12/04/trump-white-house-weighing-plans-for-private-spies-to-counter-deep-state-enemies/
https://theintercept.com/2017/12/04/trump-white-house-weighing-plans-for-private-spies-to-counter-deep-state-enemies/


99) Is this about the virus or the election?

COMMON SENSE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
common sense definition: 1. the basic level of practical knowledge and judgment

that we all need to help us live in a…. Learn more.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/common-sense

100) Q posted a photo of an Iranian official who attended a meeting in Paris in 2018. The
official just happened to be in Paris at the same time as Obama's Secretary of State (and
architect of the Iran deal), John Kerry.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0GOWBU4AAjetn.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0Gv3WUYAA3YDB.jpg
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/common-sense
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/common-sense


101) Photos taken by @_JasonOsborne caused speculation that Kerry was meeting with
Iranian officials in attempt to assure them that the Iran deal was safe (despite the fact that
Kerry had no authority to represent U.S. interests.) 

Photos spark speculations over Kerry’s ‘secret meeting’ with Iranians i…
US media outlets are questioning this week whether former Secretary of State John

Kerry broke the law after photos emerged of him allegedly leaving a quiet

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2018/05/14/Photos-spark-speculations-over-K…

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0IDHCU4AA2WrZ.jpg
https://twitter.com/_JasonOsborne
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2018/05/14/Photos-spark-speculations-over-Kerry-s-secret-meeting-with-Iranians-in-France
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2018/05/14/Photos-spark-speculations-over-Kerry-s-secret-meeting-with-Iranians-in-France
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0JTnMUwAI32kf.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0JWj4UYAALKa2.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0JZntU8AIdHpB.jpg


102) A week earlier, POTUS tweeted this.

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The United States does not need John Kerry’s possibly illegal 
Shadow Diplomacy on the very badly negotiated Iran Deal.  He 
was the one that created this MESS in the first place!

105K 2:08 PM - May 7, 2018

48.2K people are talking about this

103) The tweet from POTUS came 3 days after this article about Kerry attempts to salvage
the Iran deal. 

John Kerry quietly seeking to salvage Iran deal he helped craft - The B…
The former secretary of state has been on an aggressive yet stealthy mission to try

to apply pressure on the Trump administration from the outside.

https://web.archive.org/web/20180629131223/https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/nati…

104) Q posted a link to a Forbes article.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0JZntU8AIdHpB.jpg
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/993492804985872385
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105) Tom Basile explains how Obama weaponized the government against his opponents.

Obama's Weaponization of Government
When you analyze the public response to the State of the Union and the latest

polling data, it’s clear that the President has lost a tremendous amount of credibility

with the American public.  I scar…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbasile/2014/01/31/obamas-weaponization-of-gove…

106) Q posted a link to an article by The Guardian.

107) 4 months after his inauguration, Donald Trump made his first visit to Europe. 

Curiously, Barack Obama was there at the same time.

Trump debuts in Europe as Obama returns to stir nostalgia for the old …
Coinciding visits, although unintentional, serve to highlight Europe’s radically

different view of the incumbent president and his ‘painfully missed’ predecessor

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0LX9SUEAAaEw6.png
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https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/may/24/trump-international-trip-barack-ob…

108) Q posted a link to an article by The Independent

109) In November of 2017, Barack Obama met with the leaders of India and China not long
after Donald Trump met with them.

Obama is about to meet some of the world's most powerful leaders
Former US President Barack Obama is planning on meeting with Chinese

President Xi Jinping and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi during an upcoming

visit to the two countries where he is scheduled t…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/obama-china-india-wor…

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0MjsnU4AA1HtI.png
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110) Unlike prior presidents, Obama has publicly criticized his successor including Trump's
policies on immigration and healthcare, and the decisions to pull out of the Paris Climate
Accord and the Iran deal. 

Obama is about to meet some of the world's most powerful leaders
Former US President Barack Obama is planning on meeting with Chinese

President Xi Jinping and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi during an upcoming

visit to the two countries where he is scheduled t…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/obama-china-india-wor…

111) @2020Qanon noted that according to a recent model, the plandemic should be over by
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November.

112) Amazing coincidence.

Qanon 2020
@2020Qanon

Modeling shows coronavirus pandemic in US could be over by 
November mol.im/a/8350935 via @MailOnline

9,093 8:54 PM - May 24, 2020

7,865 people are talking about this

Modeling shows coronavirus pandemic in US could be over by…
Complex model developed by Singapore University of Technology
and Design predicts the exact date the pandemic will end in the US,

dailymail.co.uk
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113) @prageru was Q'd for this short video explaining the truth about the Democrat and
Republican parties and their records on civil rights.

0:00

114) Democrats couldn't change the facts of history so they created a propaganda campaign
that pushed a false narrative regarding civil rights. 

PragerU
@prageru

The Democrats were on the wrong side of just about every 
meaningful controversy of the past 200 years.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0SBaCUMAEHTVw.png
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11K 10:25 PM - May 23, 2020

10.1K people are talking about this

116)

117) @KattyKay_ took a swing at POTUS on Memorial Day Weekend.
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118) Q responded with a comment and a link to a YouTube video.

Katty Kay
@KattyKay_

This headline is brutal. It’s also accurate.  
washingtonpost.com/politics/on-we…

10.3K 11:17 PM - May 24, 2020

12.3K people are talking about this

On weekend dedicated to war dead, Trump tweets insults, pro…
The president, who had urged Americans to return to church pews
this weekend, did not do so himself.

washingtonpost.com

119) 😎
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/piTucCW_6Wo

0:00

120) From the board.

121) Some people don't get Q's sarcasm.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/piTucCW_6Wo
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0oVnSU0AE33lh.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EY0pClVUMAEh_OH.png


122)

Definition of SARCASM
Sarcasm definition is - a sharp and often satirical or ironic utterance designed to cut

or give pain. How to use sarcasm in a sentence. What is the origin of sarcasm?

Synonym Discussion of sarcasm.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sarcasm

123)

124)

125)
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126)

127) FYI
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